Page 4, regulation 5(4)(f): “omit paragraph 7.” should read “omit paragraph 7;”;

Page 4, regulation 5(5): this paragraph should instead be subparagraph (g) of regulation 4, with the remaining paragraphs (6) and (7) renumbered as (5) and (6) respectively;

Page 4, in what is now subparagraph (g) of regulation 5(4): “After…” should read “after…”;

Page 4, in what is now subparagraph (g) of regulation 5(4): “…and the UK marine area.” should read “…and the UK marine area.”;

Page 4, in what was regulation 5(6)(a) and is now numbered as regulation 5(5)(a): in the substituted text, “…referred to in paragraph 1.” should read “…referred to in paragraph 1.”;

Page 4, regulation 6(2): the text that is in subparagraph (a) should follow immediately on from “In Article 7(2);”;

Page 5, regulation 6(4)(e)(v): “…substitute “that permit”. “ should read “…substitute “that permit”;”;

Page 6, at the end of regulation 6(5)(b): “…Scientific Forum and the Committee.” should read “…Scientific Forum and the Committee.”;


Page 6, regulation 7(3)(c)(i): “…in paragraph (3)”, “ should read “in paragraph 3”;

Page 6, regulation 7(3)(d)(i): “…in paragraph (3)”, “ should read “in paragraph 3”;

Page 6, regulation 7(3)(f): “…for “Member State” substitute…” should read “…for “Member States” substitute…”;
Page 6, regulation 7(3)(g): “…for the words “the Commission” to…” should read “…for the words from “the Commission” to…”; and

Page 10, regulation 10(7): “…Article 29…” should read “…Articles 29…”.
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